RELIGION PROJECTS
Designed by Lori Odhner, Wendy Hoo, and Sonia Werner

Text: Matthew 13
Subject: The Kingdom of Heaven
Dole Notes: Volume: 4 Chapter: 108 Page: 344
Age Group: Primary, 6-8

basic supplies: \[\text{Glue} \quad \text{Markers} \quad \text{Paper} \quad \text{Paint}\]
materials: cups, dirt, rocks, birdseed, bean seeds

teacher preparation:
- make one week ahead to show results

procedure:
- plant 3 kinds of seeds as shown
- teacher must take home and water, or kids can
  - discuss what you think will happen
- show pre-grown results

notes:

music: first songs: The Sower
Lori's tape: The Kingdom of Heaven
Liturgy: